
OLDER  GENERATION  TO  INFLUENCE

BATHROOMS OF TOMORROW 

Designers of the bathroom of tomorrow will have to place unprecedented emphasis on

the needs of the older generation, says Rodney Narotzky, Managing Director of Vitrex,

manufacturers of the EuroSan range of baths and shower trays.

Narotzky attended the large-scaled I.S.H. International  Trade Fair  in Frankfurt,  which

earlier  this  year  featured “The Bathroom Experience”,  as a supplementary exposition.

The trade fair featured 2 350 exhibitors and attracted close to 200 000 visitors. 

“Bathroom designers are now more than ever aware of the changing profile of the older

generation:  those  over  50  and  60.  Consumers  in  this  category  not  only  have  higher

spending power than before but are also expected to live longer than ever before. They

are  now also  more  inclined  towards  self-indulgence  -  spoiling  themselves  as  far  as

lifestyle and the home environment are concerned,” Narotzky stated.

“This  obviously leaves  scope  for  ultra-luxurious bathrooms and  I.S.H.  previewed the

likes of showers with side- and rain-jets, waterfall simulators, and baths that feature the

ultimate in luxury and space. But the older customer also wants a bathroom designed for

his or her future – the days when they may become less mobile.  In this regard, designers

are looking at bathrooms with increased space, wider doors, stable and long towel rails

that can double up as handrails, showers installed level with the floor, and baths with

supplementary features such as infra-red or heat treatments. Gentler alternatives to the

sauna are also preferred by the older generation. 

“These  senior  consumers  also  place  enormous  emphasis  on  bathroom hygiene.  Here

I.S.H. showed that baths such as those in the Vitrex EuroSan range - with its vitreous

enamelled steel surfaces on which bacteria cannot grow – are set to play an increasingly

more  important  role  in  future.  The  ergonomical  design  of  baths  is  also an important

feature for the wellness sector.

“Finally, older consumers are experienced shoppers, who insist on quality and durability,

even in the bathroom. It was clear to me that Vitrex’s EuroSan baths – with our 20-year

fade-free guarantee  – are well  placed not only in this regard  but generally compared

extremely favourably with most of the other  baths on exhibition at  I.S.H.,”  Narotzky

commented. 
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